
The Strap On Project

Mercy stepped out of the cab and bumped into someone who was trying to 

get in.

"Watch it, buddy," the someone said. Mercy nodded his head but didn't 

look the someone in the eye. He kept his head down and his hands in his 

pockets while he walked down the busy sidewalk. People moved out of the way 

for him as he made his way through, mostly because he was talking to himself.

"Forty one, forty two, almost there, forty four, forty five, forty six, 

nearly there, one step about sixteen inches, measured the average, fifty five,

" and he continued to count and talk to himself until he got to one hundred 

and eleven.

"Eleventy one," he said with a smile, and allowed himself one look 

upward to the sign hanging over the door. It was an old style tavern sign, the 

kind that hangs down like a banner, only this wasn't a banner, rather a piece 

of wood cut to look like a ragged banner. At that, he didn't even really lift 

his head, just took his chin up a little from his chest and rolled his eyes 

upward until he caught the faintest sight of the sign. He walked around the 

sign, still trying hard not to lift his head up to far and straining until the 

muscles on his eyes threatened to sprain. He finally was able to read the 

sign.

He smiled even wider. This was the place. He did it pretty good, too, 

mapping out the co-ordinates on-line and determining how many steps, with the 

length of his average gait, it would take to get there and not have to 

actually look up. To look up would make him lose all nerve. He took his hands 

out of his pockets and tested his pulse. Sixty eight. Slightly above average 

for a man of his age and weight but to be expected. His shrink would never 
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believe he could have made it this far but he did. He reached deeper into the 

front left hand pocket of his pants and pulled out his floppy, red covered 

loop ringed notebook. It was kept shut with a wide rubber band that also kept 

his red carpenter's pencil in place. Carpenter's pencils were the best. They 

were the easiest to sharpen. He went to make a note when someone bumped him 

again.

"Hey! Watch it, Buddy. You comin or goin?" Mercy did not look at the 

someone, he just nodded and backed up and out of the way. When he felt the 

wall against his back, he breathed a sigh of relief and turned to face the 

wall. He could feel his pulse slow down. He went back to making a note in his 

book.

"Eight thirty p.m.," he wrote down. "Made it to The Bearded Taco. Time 

to find Mimi and her strap-on."

The place was not on the map. An online search managed to get a few 

independent reviews, some mentions in some blogs, but nothing substantial. He 

got the idea that the place was not all that big, which suited him just fine, 

but he would have liked to have picked out exactly where it was he could sit, 

or at the very least come up with a list of alternatives so that he would be 

prepared if his first choice was already taken. This made no mention of the 

menu. He wasn't sure if there was anything there he would be willing to eat. 

He had made a point of waking up that morning and writing down the first food 

he could think of and promised himself that he would eat it. The place sounded 

like a Mexican joint. Maybe he would try something spicy. Maybe some beans. He 

might even try to drink a Corona.

He made a few more notes in his book. About things that he thought he 

would have to remember when he was speaking to Mimi. He promised himself he 
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would keep his notebook in his pocket, but he could still excuse himself to go 

to the bathroom and glance at them quickly, just to get his confidence up.

"Is Mimi your real name?" Was one question.

"Have you ever done this thing before?" Was another question.

"Do you have any pets?" Was another question.

"Is there anything on the menu that you would recommend?" Was the last 

question. He saved that one for last. The more he stood, writing down these 

notes, stalling going into the restaurant, the hungrier he got. And when he 

considered the length of a cab ride home in relationship to his hunger, well, 

he was willing to risk eating at The Bearded Taco before he would ever brave 

eating so much as an Italian sausage from a street vendor.

He snapped his fingers and made one last note before stuffing his 

notebook deep into his front pocket.

"Street meat," he wrote down.

"That's what they call it," he said out loud. "One two three." And with 

one big stride and a push through the door, Mercy was in.

The Bearded Taco was narrow and long. Mercy walked in and stood at the 

entranceway, feeling better already because of it's size and dimensions. The 

open space outside was starting to get to him. The bar was long and made from 

wood, the stools in front of it were tall, letting you sit nearly waist high 

to the bar. There was a brass rail along the bottom where you could rest your 

feet. Mercy looked and imagined that some people might just stand at the bar 

and rest their foot on the bar. He imagined a coyboy, in some dim and distant 

past, where that brass rail might have been real brass and might have meant 

something to someone, catching his bootheel on there and ordering himself a 

whiskey.
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"Leave the bottle, sweetheart," Mercy said out loud, and then covered 

his mouth. He meant to say it in his head. No one gave him a second look.

The tables around the bar and towards the back of the restaurant were 

all the same size and shape, a circle about three feet in diameter, each of 

them with four chairs around them. The tables were black vinyl, with a wooden 

ring around to hold the vinyl in place. Mercy thought the vinyl was a good 

idea. Made it look classy and kept the place affordable. The chairs were short 

and sturdy, styled more like what you might have seen in a sitcom from the 

seventies, the fabric held down with huge, brass rivets.

The top of the walls were white, divided by a chair rail, and wood 

panelling on the bottom, all around the restaurant. There was art hanging on 

the walls, all of it original, all of it probably from local artists who 

wanted to display their work. Each photo had it's own lamp lighting it, so 

that you could get a better look at it. Mercy walked into the restaurant and 

up to one of the paintings on the wall. It was a long, covered bridge, the 

kind you read about but never see. The bridge was over a river with high 

banks. You couldn't see the water. The picture looked simple enough. The sky 

was blue, the clouds were white, and the sun was yellow and the covered bridge 

had a hint of mystery to it. The painter had chosen to paint the picture at 

such an angle that you could just see inside the bridge and almost all the way 

to the other end, but you could not see light through the other end. Mercy 

looked closer. It was not such a simple picture after all. There was no 

mistake that the artist was experimenting with shades of colour. The grass was 

not just green. the grass was the many different shades and tones of green 

that come to your eye when you watch the wind blow through thick, well cared 

for grass on a summer's day when the sun is just right in the sky and there 

are just a few, pleasant clouds. The grass was not just green, it was the 
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colours of green. Mercy admitted to himself that he did not know much about 

art.

"But I know what I like," he said out loud. "Wow." And clamped a hand 

over his mouth. When he had too much rolling around in his head, Mercy tended 

to externalize his thoughts.

"Everyone's brain actually has a wider bandwith to remember things they 

hear than to be able to route the things they actual think to long term 

memory," he said to the picture and no one in particular. "And there I go 

again. Damnit." But he promised himself, no notebook. He told himself to get a 

grip. To hang on.

He walked away from the picture, biting his lower lip and clenching his 

hands so tightly that he could feel the tips of his fingernails slicing 

halfmoon shaped crescents into the palm of his hand. He sat down at the bar, 

picking a stool at random, and put his hands on the bar.

He looked around, proud of himself for having picked something so at 

random, wanting someone to take notice. But no one knew him here. This place 

was not a place he would have picked. Mimi told him that she came here all the 

time.

Well, Mimi never told him anything. She sent him a few emails. He sent 

her his picture. A real picture. Of just him. He had a trouble getting used to 

the website. He wasn't about to find exactly what it was he was looking for, 

and the broadest of search terms netted him pictures of things he would just 

as soon not ever see. After that, before he would commit to anything, he setup 

an email client behind a firewall for the express purpose of controlling the 

information that was being exchanged back and forth. No one but Mercy and Mimi 

would ever read the emails they exchanged. Unless of course, Mimi showed them 

to her friends one night. After a few drinks, maybe. Sitting there, at the 
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bar, waiting for the bartender to come and ask him if he wanted a drink, 

wondering if he really wanted a Corona after all, and if it was a good idea to 

have Mexican food at a time like this when his stomach was feeling a little 

upset and if maybe when he lost control that instead of just ejaculating, he 

would fart.

"Oh this is the guy who is sending me emails," he said out loud, 

imagining the conversation that Mimi would have with her friends. "I feel 

sorry for him. Such a loser. But I figure I might help him out. And when he's 

sleeping it off, I can steal money from his wallet. Come on everyone, let's 

all have sex together."

That was when the bartender came over and stood in front of Mercy, 

holding her bar towel in one hand and looking at him, eyebrows raised, waiting 

for him to see her instead of staring off in the distance. Mercy stopped 

talking to himself, looked over the bartender and smiled. He didn't say 

anything, just gave her a quick wave.

"What can I getcha?" she asked. She was chewing gum on the job, but kept 

it tucked away in her cheek when she talked. He wondered if she talked to her 

friends the same way she did to her customers. He wanted to ask if she knew a 

person named Mimi who came into this restaurant. He wanted to know if she did 

know Mimi, just how well did she know her.

"Uh-er-um-ah-ah-ah'll have a beer," Mercy managed to sputter.

The bartender smiled and nodded. "And you just get ahold of me when you 

are ready and tell me what kind and I'll bring it right over, kay?"

She slid the gum from inside her cheek back to her teeth and prepared to 

start chewing, and maybe pop a short, harsh bubble or two, when Mercy blurted.

"Bud!"
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He had wanted a Corona, but that was too many syllables. And he wanted 

to get it out, something out, so she wouldn't walk away and not come back.

She stopped and turned around, made eye contact and nodded, then went to 

the beer fridge on the wall and grabbed out a bottle of beer. She used the 

bottle opener on her hip like a cowboy uses his six shooter, winging off the 

cap of the bottle into a garbage pail and then she slung it along the bar to 

him, like they would do in the movies.

"Not bad," Mercy said out loud. "You should be on television."

Not bad, Mercy said to himself. Where'd you come up with that one, 

Slick?

The bartender smiled and gave short, half bow, flourishing her bartowel 

in front of her. She walked back over to Mercy, a slight saunter to her step, 

like she wasn't as uncomfortable with him as she thought she would be. Mercy 

thought he saw this. Mercy thought he saw this in anyone who gave him more of 

a chance than a few hurried phrases to get to know him.
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